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François Duret

The father of the Dental CadCam
Dental surgeon François Duret invented the dental CadCam in 1973 and developed the first machines
in 1986 with the industrialist Jean-Pierre Hennequin under the Hennson brand, but the company
went bankrupt a few years later. His patent has been copied many times, today he just wants the
profession to recognize him the authorship of his invention.
By Claire Manicot
On Christmas Eve 1970, the family is reunited, François Duret is a 22-year-old young man who leads a
double university course in biochemistry and dental surgery in Lyon. He talks with his uncles, Bernard
is a deantal surgeon, Jacques was deputy director of the naval school. He tells them about his
difficulties in casting plaster, he does not stop breaking them and in addition, he does not find these
mixtures with the spatula very scientific. His uncle Bernard, gently mocks him. François then exclaims:
« I will make many impression with a sonar. “It just came to me,” he recalls, “with a sonar you can
detect fishs or wrecks in the seabed and view them on a screen.” His uncle Jacques replied: You would
then have to fill your patients' mouths with water. “Okay,” says François, “I’m going to use holography
instead,” a process he touched 2 years during his biochemistry studies at the Faculty of Science.
That night, the young man sleeps, struggling with his imagination and thoughts. The next day he has
everything in his head, from the optical impression, to the computer design connected to a machine
allowing him to sculpt an impression and then a crown. The idea will excite him, and without talking
to anyone, he works and gathers hundreds of bibliographic references to verify the feasibility of his
project. “In the fourth year,” he continues, “our professors tell us that we’re going to do a thesis, we’re
going to be the first generation of doctors, we’re asked to write the theme of our choice on a sheet, I
spontaneously write “optical impression”. Years later, Dean Roger Vincent will return this sheet to me
as a souvenir.
In 1973, he filed his thesis, which was the date that would later prove his invention. But he won’t be
able to present it until a year later because all the dental surgeons who graduated from previous years
are coming back to the university to obtain the « first time in France » title of doctor.
After graduating, he opened a practice at small city « theGrand Lemps » in Isère (France) , he had 20
patients a day, while continuing his studies in three fields, dentistry, science and medicine. He obtained
a master’s degree in chemistry in 1976, a PhD in odontological sciences in 1980 and a doctorate in
gastroenterology medicine in 1982. Something to impress… and disturb as well. « I was an assistant
professor at the universities, I thought I was going to become a professor at the universities and get a
teaching chair, but my triple hat bothered me, My superiors wanted me to be a chemist and couldn’t
bear to see me so interested in other disciplines ». I was too “scattered”. I was thanked, it hurt me, but
at the same time, it was my chance. « I approached Thomson and Matra to make my optical impression
invention a reality.”
He then joined the company of industrialist Jean-Pierre Hennequin who embarked on the development
of Dental CadCam devices through his company Hennson. In 1984 1983 he presented his prototype in
dental Congress Paris/Garancière in 1983 and in 1985 it was a world premiere filmed by French
television and broadcast on the evening news. He made the first optical impression, the machining of
a computer-assisted prosthesis and then its installation in the mouth during the congress of the ADF
(French Dental Association). « For the record, the guinea pig was my wife and the crown was removed
after the session, symbolically, I wanted to keep it, I entrust it to my uncle Bernard who was present,
he slips it in his pocket. I want it back at lunch, he realizes he lost it. He will find it years later, in the
understudy of his costume.”
Hennson produced CadCam devices in 1986, some 60 in total, but, close of bankruptcy, it was sold in
1991 to the Sopha group, which filed for bankruptcy two years later. François Duret evokes the subject

with emotion: « We were ready to industrialize more massively producing our machines, it’s a pity.
Jean-Pierre Hennequin did so much for dentistry, he never got over it.” For his part, the inventor began
an academic career abroad, in the United States (USC – California 10 years) and then in Japan (Tokyo
Niggata 4 years). All these years, the CadCam develops lightening is copied from all sides. “I never liked
conflict, I wasn’t going to get into litigation,” he says. “ The only thing I want is for history not to be
rewritten, by attributing the invention of the CadCam to others and to pondering it. The dental CadCam
is a French invention.”
When you’re an inventor once, you stay an inventor. It must be believed that man still has the brain in
boiling, he has filed more than fifty patents in dentistry: technique of teeth whitening, miniaturistation
of X-rays RVG, first french spectrolorimeter, fiber posts and plasma light Apollo... In 1993, he created
a company to market Apollo, LED and the « Mini-Led » LED light, which he sold in 2003, to devote
himself again to research. Today, at age 73, he still has an idea in his bag… “It’s a gift, a constant desire
to design technology,” he says. But this state is sometimes cumbersome, I feel like I don’t have access
to the purity of my gaze, I’m always going through the things around me.”

